The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we shall review the probabilistic logic by N.J. Nilsson, and its extention to probabilistic logic with interval values. In Section 3, we shall discuss a m ethod of reasoning from a set of knowledges with internal uncertainty. Section 4 is devoted to a m ethod of reasoning from a knowledge base containing both external and internal uncertainties. Some illustrative examples will be given in Section 5.
External Uncertainty
We shall use m ethods of the interval-valued probabilistic logic for reasoning in knowledge bases with external uncertainty. This logic is based on the semantics given by N .J. Nilsson [4] , and is presented in details, e.g., in [6] . Instead of the method presented above we can use m ethods of approxim ate rea soning, e.g., by means of deductions based on inference rules (see [2] ), however, in this case the property (*) may not be satisfied.
internal Uncertainty
In this section a method of reasoning on knowledges with internal uncertainty will be discussed. We limit ourself to consider knowledges given by rules of the form: (ii) There exists a number n such that hn_ 1 = hn < M. In this case we have En_x = En, and it is easy to see that
For any h , h € I , we say that h < h iff h(P) Q h{P) for every P € T. We say that the rule

tn B(I) = tn e+1(I).
The proposition has been proved.
From this proposition we can define an operator Tg as follows:
For any I e I , Xe(J) = tg(l), where n is the least number such that <g(/) = <g+1(/). Let S be a sentence. We denote by r the set consisting of S and of all sentences occuring in rules Jj of B. Let I be the mapping which assigns the interval [0,1] for every sentence in r. Then TB(I)(S) can be considered as the interval-value for the truth probability of the sentence S derived from the knowledge base B.
A Method of Reasoning.
We consider now the knowledge bases consisting both types of knowledges with external and internal uncertainty. Let and we have again /" = 7"+1 = /"+2. This com pletes our proof.
Let n be the least number having the'property sated in the proposition 2. We denote this /" by /*, and call it to be the resulting assignment deduced from B to sentences in T.
The interval I*(S) is defined to be the interval value for the truth probability of the sentence S derived from the knowledge base B. We write also:
Bh< S,I*(S) > . v
Examples
This section presents two examples illustrating the method of reasoning in a knowl edge base consisting of both types of knowledge with internal and external uncer tainty. Example 1.
. .
Given a knowledge base B -BE U B1
where BE is the set of sentences B^A: [1, 1] A-*C: Step 2. Both rules J\ and J2 are satisfied, so applying the operator T we obtain . Step 1 Step 4■ Repeating T, now J3 and J2 are satisfied, so we have By virtue of that all rules in Br are satisfied in step the interval value for the truth probability of .4 A D is [.6,.7] .
